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Abstract—Distance sensitivity is a locality concept that
is useful for designing scalable wireless sensor network
applications. In this paper, we formally define distance
sensitivity and we highlight its different forms such as
distance sensitive latency, error, rate, membership, and
healing. We show how distance sensitivity allows the
application requirements and the network specification
to be stated (and reasoned about) purely in geometric
terms. This paper also examines key aspects of the concept,
namely sufficiency, decomposability, and robustness.

Specifically, sufficiency involves consideration of whether
distance sensitive properties are enough for meeting ap-
plication requirements. Decomposability involves choosing
properties of network layers/components so that together
the distance sensitive network abstraction holds. And,
robustness implies preservation of distance sensitivity in
the presence of failures in the network, including both
permanent and transient failures and even those that vio-
late the density or geometric assumptions of the network.

We illustrate these aspects via examples from our previous
work, all in the context of a common case study, regard-
ing the design of a distributed pursuer evader tracking
application.

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea that sensor networks should scale to vast
numbers of nodes and cover large areas has been en-
visioned in much academic work. Indeed, early work in
habitat monitoring [1], surveillance [2], [3], and control
of distributed parameter systems [4] has attempted to
deploy increasingly large numbers of nodes. The promise
of large scale sensor networks is however barely realized.
On the contrary, several researchers have even claimed
that large scale sensor networks are impractical, they
should be regarded as the misguided problem of yes-
terday.

Our position is that large scale sensor networks are
in fact practical. However, several challenges must be
addressed first. Validation of protocols at large scale,
management and deployment are some of these issues.
But these are not the only problems that have held
back realization of large scale networks. The dynamics

of the system become hard to control at large scales
and existing solutions have not been able to show that
performance of algorithms can scale with network size.
This is exemplified by the fact that network reliability
cannot still be managed in networks of100s of hops
and there still does not exist a time synchronization
protocol that works in extremely large scale networks.
The underlying issue here, and the focus of this paper,
is the difficulty of practically realizing rich locality
concepts which form the basis of scalability.

The literature on locality in sensor networks, and more
broadly in networked and distributed systems, is vast. A
standard locality concept is to share information within
a neighboring region of bounded size. Sensor fusion
algorithms, for instance, often aggregate information
with each bounded neighborhood at a local clusterhead.
Likewise, resource allocation and scheduling computa-
tions often exchange information with all1 or 2 hop
neighbors. As can be expected, information flow within
only a constant (or bounded) distance is efficient to
implement but has comparatively low applicability. This
has led to considering more general forms of locality, for
instance, distance sensitivity which is the focus of this
paper.

Overview of this paper: In this paper, we(1) identify
distance sensitivity as an important concept for designing
scalable distributed systems,(2) highlight its different
forms such as distance sensitive latency, error, rate, mem-
bership, and healing,(3) highlight different aspects in
realizing distance sensitivity-specifically, sufficiency, de-
composability, and robustness,(4) describe how distance
sensitivity can be reasoned using geometric properties
(5) illustrate how distance sensitivity can be retained
when assumptions of density do not hold in the network
and (6) point out previous instances where we have
applied distance sensitivity in the design of large scale
systems (in the context of a distributed object tracking
application) and use those as examples to explain our
ideas.

Defining distance sensitivity: To motivate distance
sensitivity, let us consider the scenario where a sensor
network is used to query events of interest [5], [6]. If a
query originating from any part of the network has to be
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transmitted all the way to a central base station in a large
network that could be very inefficient. At the same time,
if every event is published across the network, so that the
query is local, that too is inefficient. So, it is desirable
that the cost of the query (measured in terms of latency
and/or number of messages communicated) be dependent
only on the distance from the event of interest and not on
the network diameter. In that case, the query exploration
algorithm would be distance sensitive in latency and
communication cost. As another example, consider a
tracking application where tracks of moving objects
are maintained [7]. In this case, a distance sensitive
move “cost” is a useful property, wherein the latency
and number of messages exchanged for updating tracks
depends only on the distance moved by an object.

More formally, an algorithm satisfies distance sensitivity
in metric m if the value of metricm between any
two points in the network, depends upon the distance
between the points and does not grow asO(D) where
D is the network diameter. Examples of such metrics are
(1) latency of routing between two points that depends
only on the distance between the points and (2) error in
the information shared between two points in a network
that depends only on the distance between the points.
Distance sensitivity can be generalized to metrics defined
over a group of points as opposed to just two points, in
which case for distance sensitivity to hold, the value of
the metric should depend upon the number of points in
the group and the maximum distance between any two
points in the group, and should not grow asO(D). As an
example consider an algorithm that maintains a routing
structure in a graph. The algorithm would be distance
sensitive in stabilization cost, if the communication cost
to stabilize the routing structure when a set of nodes get
affected by a transient state corruption is proportional to
s∗d wheres is the number of nodes that are affected by
the fault andd is the diameter of the affected region. Note
that for the case of a set of points being distributed in a2
(respectively3) dimensional topology, dependence of the
metric on the area (respectively volume) enclosed by the
points still satisfies the definition of distance sensitivity.

Distance sensitivity, as a concept, is aligned with two
central themes of spatial computing. (1) The first theme
is that the difficulty of moving information between
any two devices is strongly dependent on the distance
between them. Distance sensitivity allows us to capture
not only cost metrics, but also performance metrics such
as error and features of an algorithm such as rate of
state refresh, that depend on the distance between two
points in the network. Moreover, distance sensitivity
requires that these metrics dependonly on the distance
between the points and not on the overall network size.
(2) The second theme is that”functional goals” of the
system are generally defined in terms of the system’s
spatial structure. Distance sensitivity allows the appli-
cation requirements and the network specification to be

stated in geometric terms. In many cases, the properties
of an algorithm can even be reasoned about purely in
geometric terms.

To illustrate the latter point about proving properties of
an algorithm using system geometry, we recall network
algorithm Trail [7] that maintains the track of mobile
objects and returns the state of a tracked object to
querying objects. The specification forTrail is that the
communication cost and latency of updating a tracking
structure depends only on the distance moved, and the
communication cost and latency of querying for the state
of an object depends only on the distance from the
object. We have used geometric ideas to design both
the tracking structure and the querying pattern inTrail
on a bounded 2-d plane [7]. The communication cost
and latency are modeled in terms of thelength of the
tracking structure and thelengthof the querying structure
in Euclidean distance. Specifically inTrail, we show that
the tracking structure in the worst case is a logarithmic
spiral extending from the center of the network to the
current location of the object and we use properties of
logarithmic spirals to prove bounds on the update cost /
latency and querying cost / latency.

Distance sensitivity has richer applicability in sensor
networks than using only bounded size localities, and
has indeed received significant attention in the litera-
ture in the context of tracking, information brokerage
and routing [8], [6]. However, for the distance sensi-
tivity concept to be practically realized, a number of
aspects -specifically, sufficiency, decomposability, and
robustness- must be addressed. We find that the consider-
ation of these aspects has been unfortunately lacking in
previous work. In this paper, we discuss and illustrate
these design aspects in the context of a distributed
pursuer-evader tracking application.

Distance-Sensitivity Aspects: 1. SufficiencyDistance
sensitivity in cost metrics definitely result in energy
efficiency for the network layer. But at the same time
the application designer has to verify that the applica-
tion can satisfy its correctness requirements, should the
networking support services provide an abstraction of
distance sensitivity.

In our chosen case study of target tracking, the appli-
cation would be easily designed if we were to assume
that the network can provide perfect information (contin-
uously, with no latency nor any loss or error). However,
no large scale network can provide perfect information.
Can the application designer prove instead that the
application would meet its convergence properties with
information received at a certain rate, with some measure
of loss and error?

More specifically, our illustration will consider a pursuer
evader tracking scenario where multiple pursuers and
evaders exist in a bounded region. We design a pursuer
control strategy and associated network support that
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guarantees an eventual catch despite network effects. We
assume target information has been established through
local fusion of sensor data. This target information is
communicated through the multi-hop wireless network
infrastructure to a pursuer object, which calculates the
next move based on evader and its own state. We obtain
a much relaxed sufficient condition on the quality of
network information so as to guarantee an eventual catch.
Intuitively speaking, we show that eventual catch can be
achieved if network delays, update periods and error in
the estimation of the target location scale linearly with
distance between the pursuer and the evader or in other
words, if the information provided by the sensor network
to the pursuer objects is distance sensitive in latency,
error and rate.

2. Decomposability: Satisfying a distance sensitive
network abstraction is an end-to-end consideration. All
networking components (from the physical to the trans-
port layer) need to collaboratively satisfy this property.
For example, consider an object location service that
maintains and handles queries for locations of objects in
a network, and which has been designed to be distance
sensitive in updating as well as querying. This service
essentially computes a set of places in the network where
location information needs to be updated such that the
update cost is distance sensitive and the query handling
is also distance sensitive. However, the service needs to
be supported by an underlying routing algorithm (which
is responsible for communicating the updates to the
computed locations) that is also distance sensitive for the
overall network service to satisfy distance sensitivity.

Proving that a particular sensor network stack satisfies
the desired network abstraction is a nontrivial design
obligation as sensor network services are not necessarily
standardized for all applications. Performing a mono-
lithic validation for a chosen network service stack is
unlikely to be practical. It is therefore desirable that
the network components each offer properties which,
in a compositional sense, imply the satisfiability of the
desired distance sensitivity.

In our case study application, we illustrate decompos-
ability by our two layer solution that yields the desired
distance sensitivity. The first is a hierarchical clustering
layer [9], [10] that uses bounded distance locality to par-
tition the network in clusters of logarithmically increas-
ing size. The second is a distance sensitive distributed
snapshots service layer that runs a local scheduling on
top of the underlying clusters to deliver periodically
a global snapshot to all nodes in the network. The
composition of a bounded distance locality lower layer
with a distance sensitive higher layer trivially satisfies
the desired distance sensitivity network abstraction.

3. Robustness: Distance sensitivity may be readily
designed under idealized assumptions of node density,
geometry, or coordination. It is however imperative that

the network abstraction continue to hold in the presence
of system dynamics. We emphasize and illustrate con-
sideration of two sorts of system perturbations.

(1) A service should retain its distance sensitive proper-
ties when faults fail-stop (or start) nodes. For example,
in the case of querying, the querying costs should not
unboundedly increase when failed nodes leave holes in
the layout. Rather, it could be acceptable that the cost
increase in such a way so as to be proportional to the
shortest remaining path length from the event of interest.

However, we often find that algorithms which are de-
signed for a geometric model or a dense network model,
fail when the model assumptions on density do not hold.
By way of example, consider algorithms for clustering
and computation of dominating sets. Sprinkler [11] for
instance computes a the minimum connected dominating
set in O(1) time, but requires a minimum density for
correctness. On the other hand, algorithms for connected
domination [12] which assume a sparse graph model to
begin with and work in sparse networks, lose the locality
property and result in decreased efficiency.

In our case study, we show that the two layered solution
that we use satisfies forms of distance sensitivity both
in a continuous geometric model as well as in a model
where assumptions of uniform density do not hold. When
assuming a uniformly dense network, the algorithms
guarantee distance sensitivity in terms of geometric
distance. Moreover, if the network is sparse in certain
regions, or if the network has large holes, then we
illustrate how the same services give us the required
properties in terms of the shortest availablehopdistance
between any two nodes.

(2) The second consideration is that of distance
sensitive healing. In the presence of transient faults that
corrupt the state of nodes in a network in an unpre-
dictable way, the faults should be contained within the
affected area without spreading throughout the network
and the time and messages exchanged to heal the system
would be proportional to the size of the affected region.

In our case study, we describe how changes and transient
failures in any part of the network are contained locally
in time and communication cost proportional to the
corrupted area. For example, when a new node is added
in the network, we show how the clustering algorithm ac-
commodates this node by affecting just the neighborhood
without a cascading affect which forces re-clustering
network-wide. This results in distance sensitive healing.

Organization of the paper: In Section II, we examine
sufficiency in the context of a tracking application by
obtaining distance-sensitive sufficiency conditions that
result in eventual catch of all evaders. In Section III,
we examine decomposability of the network abstraction
assumed by the tracking application in terms of a hierar-
chical clustering component and a snapshots component
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which exploits the clustering. Next, in Section IV, we
examine robustness in two parts. In Section IV-A, we
briefly show the sense in which algorithms satisfy their
distance sensitivity properties whether they are in a
continuous dense network or a sparse, yet connected,
network. And, in Section IV-B, we briefly show how
the algorithms heal in a distance sensitive way for a
particular fault model. In Section V, we discuss related
work. Lastly, we make concluding remarks.

II. SUFFICIENCY

In this section, we describe the sufficiency aspect of
distance-sensitive design. Here we emphasize that it is
not enough for distance sensitivity in cost metrics to be a
desirable property simply from the network perspective.
Distance sensitivity should also be sufficient to guarantee
application correctness.

Let us consider that a network algorithm can provide
query results about an object in the network, not in-
stantaneously, but with a distance sensitive latency. In
other words, the latency of query results increases with
distance, but is bounded by some constant factor over
the distance. But is this sufficient for an application
running on top of this network to meet its correctness
requirements? Can the application be proven to satisfy
its correctness given distance sensitivity in one or more
metrics? It should be possible to characterize distance
sensitivity in one or more metrics as an abstraction for
the underlying network to implement that is sufficient
for application correctness. Below, we present one such
example.

Consider a pursuer evader tracking application, where
one or more pursuer objects are interested ineventually
catching all evader objects spread over a bounded region.
The pursuer objects are assisted by a wireless sensor
network that provides the state (location) of evader
objects to the pursuer objects. We assume that every
pursuer is assigned to track at most one evader at a
time and assume that all the objects in the network are
uniquely identifiable. A catch is said to occur when when
the distancedpe between a pursuerp and an evadere
assigned top is smaller thanε where ε approaches0.
In our analysis we consider the case where one pursuer
p has been assigned to an evadere and this assignment
holds until the evader is caught. Note that an eventual
catch in this scenario is sufficient to show that all evaders
will be eventually caught. Letvp and ve denote the
pursuer and evader speeds respectively. The strategy of
pursuerp is as follows: given a locationxe for the evader,
follow the straight line toxe.

If the network can provide the exact location of the
evadere to pursuerp at all times with no delay in
transmission, then it is trivial thatvp > ve is sufficient
to obtain eventual catch. However, this is a stringent
requirement and no large scale network can provide such

perfect information. Can the application be designed
such that the application would meet its convergence
properties with information received at a certain rate,
with some measure of loss and error? We show that
it is sufficient for the information about evaders to be
distance sensitive not only in latency but also in error and
rate. Thus tighter conditions are sufficient for an eventual
catch, which can likely be implemented in a sensor
network in a scalable manner. The following theorem
characterizes our result.

Let z(t) denote the error in the location of evader at
any time t. Let dpe(t) denote the distance between the
pursuer and evader at timet. Let δt denote the staleness
in the state ofe supplied top at time t. Let I(t) denote
the maximum interval after timet at which location of
e can be provided top. Let α = vp

ve
andα > 1.

Theorem II.1. Evader e will be eventually caught by
pursuerp if there exists constantk > α+1

α−1 and timeTo

such that the following conditions hold at allt > To:

1) z(t) <
dpe(t)

k

2) δ(t) < (dpe(t)
ve

) ∗ (1 −
α+k+1

α∗k
)

3) I(t) < (dpe(t)
vp

) ∗ (k+1
k

)

Using the above theorem, we see that that error, latency
and update periods that increase only linearly with dis-
tance are sufficient to achieve eventual catch in pursuer
tracking application [13].

III. D ECOMPOSABILITY

In this section, we discuss the decomposability aspect of
distance sensitive design. Satisfying a distance sensitive
network abstraction is an end-to-end consideration. All
networking components (from the physical to the trans-
port layer) need to collaboratively satisfy this property.
Consider an object location service that maintains and
handles queries for locations of objects in a network,
and which has been designed to be distance sensitive
in updating as well as querying [7], [6]. This service
essentially computes a set of places in the network where
location information needs to be updated such that the
update cost is distance sensitive and the query handling
is also distance sensitive. However, this algorithm needs
to be supported by an underlying routing algorithm
(which is responsible for communicating the updates to
the computed locations) that is also distance sensitive
for the composed network service to satisfy distance
sensitivity. In other words, if the underlying routing
service communicates between two adjacent nodes by
taking a convoluted path, it renders the composite service
distance in-sensitive.

For the case studyeventual catchtracking application
that we have described in Section II, we describe a
two layered solution that implements the required dis-
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Fig. 1. System architecture of case study

tance sensitivity abstractions. The system architecture
is depicted in Fig. 1. The lower layer is a hierarchical
clustering service that partitions the network into clusters
of logarithmically increasing size. The upper layer is a
distributed snapshots service that uses the underlying
clustering to deliver snapshots of global states in the
network such that the required distance sensitivity prop-
erties are satisfied. The services are designed and their
properties proved on a continuous 2-d plane assuming
uniform density.

The algorithm for clustering is distributed and local and
does not make assumptions on localization of the nodes.
The algorithm results in adistance sensitive membership
property where the inclusion of a node into any cluster
depends solely on the distance from the clusterhead.
More specifically, the properties of the algorithms are
listed below.

• (C1) A unique node is designated as clusterhead at
each level

• (C2) All nodes within distance3
k
−1
2 from a level

k clusterhead belong to that cluster.
• (C3) The maximum distance of a node from its

level k clusterhead iszk
×

3k
−1
2 .

• (C4) There exists a path from each clusterhead
to all nodes in that cluster containing only nodes
belonging to that cluster.

• (C5) At all levelsk > 0, there is at least one and at
most 8 neighboring levelk clusters for each level
k clusterhead and there exists a path between any
two neighboring clusterheads.

The algorithm starts by first creating a1 level clustering
which finishes inO(1) time and is based on local actions
[9]. This solution is iterated with clusterheads at each
new level resulting in a hierarchical clustering [10]. The
network algorithm for distributed snapshots then builds
upon these hierarchical clustering properties.

Overview of snapshots algorithm Let each node
produce data at a given instant that ism bits in size. The
basic idea is that a clusterhead at each level compresses
data from all nodes in that level intom bits. Thus,

aggregated data at each level is represented by the same
number of bits. At higher levels, data is summarized into
a coarser resolution as the levels contain more nodes. The
aggregated data is then dispersed to all nodes within that
cluster as well as to all nodes in neighboring clusters at
that level. Dispersing data aggregated by a clusterhead at
a given level to only nodes within the cluster at that level
suffers from a multi-level boundary problem however:
two nodes could be neighbors but belong to a common
cluster only at levelr � 1. The multi-level boundary
problem is illustrated in Fig. 2, where nodesj andk are
neighbors at level0 but belong to a common cluster only
at level3. Thus despite being neighbors, both nodes get
a summary of the other at a much coarser resolution than
desired. To avoid this problem, we disperse a summary
computed at levelr not only to nodes in levelr cluster,
but also to nodes in all neighboring levelr clusters.
This algorithm can be implemented in multiple phases;
aggregates at each level are computed and dispersed
sequentially. When implemented sequentially, however,
new samples can be generated at each node only after
data is dispersed at all levels. To avoid this constraint, we
use a pipelined implementation using local scheduling.
Details of this solution can be found in [14].

In brief, the pipelined delivery of snapshots works
as follows. The propagation of snapshots proceeds in
rounds. A round is a unit of time (consisting of multiple
message transmission slots), at the end of which an unit
of information for that round is completely exchanged
within a 1 hop neighborhood. The information itself that
is exchanged in any given round is computed as follows.
In the first slot of each round, every levelk clusterhead
(k > 0) computes an aggregate of all the information
received from a levelk − 1 clusterhead in the previous
round. Any level k information that is computed by
a level k clusterhead is propagated as far as its own
level k cluster boundary and the neighboring levelk
cluster boundaries. This information is propagated round
by round through level1 clusterheads. Thus it would
take O(3k) rounds to propagate a levelk information
that originates at a levelk clusterhead. But note that in
each round, information corresponding to all levels are
carried in parallel. A virtual levelk tree can be visualized
originating from each levelk clusterhead (for allk > 0),
that extends up to the neighboring levelk clusters. But
only O(log(n)) trees can pass through any node and this
bounds the amount of information that is transmitted in
any given slot and forms a basis for the performance
results.

Note also that aggregates computed at each level are
copied only going downward along a tree. This is suffi-
cient for a levelr node to compute aggregates from level
r − 1 nodes, because a tree at levelr − 1 extends up to
all level 0 nodes in neighboring levelr−1 clusters. And
one of the neighboring levelr−1 node is a levelr node.
Thus, when a computed aggregate by any node is being
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dispersed to nodes in its own cluster and the neighboring
clusters, it is also being sentin to a higher level node to
compute an aggregate.

Fig. 2. Hierarchical clustering

Using the snapshots algorithm for tracking: We now
state how the location information for objects can be
compressed for our two layered network solution, such
that we have distance sensitive error and latency as is
required by the tracking application.

Let the number of bitsm allocated for information at
each level be equal to the number of evaders in the
network. Recall that the identifiers of the evaders are
known. Every clusterhead at leveli sets the bite in this
information if object e is within its cluster. Thus the
highest resolution at which the location of an evader is
available is the size of the level0 cluster. We characterize
our condition forcatch to be such that the pursuer and
the evader are in the same level0 cluster.

Using this, we obtain the following results for the
snapshots algorithm [13], [14]. In every interval of time
(whose length depends on the size of a radio interference
neighborhood), each pursuer receives a global snapshot
which contains the state of all evaders in the network.
The maximum staleness in the state of an evadere
received by a pursuer at nodej is O(log(n)∗m∗d) where
d = dist(e, j). The maximum error in the location of an
evadere at a nodej grow asO(d), whered = dist(e, j).
Thus using the snapshot algorithm, information about
any evader is available with distance sensitive latency
and distance sensitive error at a faster rate than required,
thus meeting application requirements. Distance sensitiv-
ity in rate of supply of information can further be added
to the algorithm as described in [14], which results in
increased efficiency.

Note that in the two layered solution described above, the
snapshot algorithm relies on the fact that the underlying
clustering algorithm establishes shortest available paths
from every clusterhead to nodes within that cluster and to

neighboring clusterheads. The composition of a bounded
distance locality layer with a distance sensitive higher
layer trivially satisfies the desired distance sensitivity
network abstraction.

IV. ROBUSTNESS

In this section, we illustrate robustness in distance
sensitive design by considering two forms of system
perturbations.

The first is that a service should retain its distance sensi-
tive properties when assumptions of density fail (due to
nodes failing and re-starting), for example creating holes
when nodes fail. Let us consider a querying algorithm
which has the property of distance sensitive latency and
communication cost [5]. The querying costs should not
unboundedly increase in the presence of failed nodes
creating holes. Rather, an increase in cost in such a
way that the costs are now proportional to the shortest
available path length from the event of interest is a useful
property.

However, we often find that algorithms which are de-
signed for a geometric model or a dense network model,
fail when the model assumptions on density do not hold.
By way of example, consider algorithms for clustering
and computation of dominating sets. Sprinkler [11] for
instance computes a the minimum connected dominating
set in O(1) time, but requires a minimum density for
correctness. On the other hand, algorithms for connected
domination [12] which assume a sparse graph model
to begin with, lose the locality property and result in
decreased efficiency.

In Section IV-A, we describe how our network services
for tracking application satisfy forms of distance sensi-
tivity both in a continuous geometric model as well as
in a model where assumptions of uniform density do not
hold.

The second consideration of robustness in distance sen-
sitive design is that of distance sensitive healing. In the
presence of transient faults that corrupt the state of nodes
in a network in an unpredictable way, the faults should
be contained within the affected area without spreading
through out the network. Moreover the time and number
of messages exchanged to heal the system should be
proportional to the size of the affected region.

In Section IV-B, we consider the clustering service for
our case study system and describe how changes and
transient failures in any part of the network are contained
locally in time and communication cost proportional
to the corrupted area. For example, when a new node
is added in the network, we show how the clustering
algorithm accommodates this node by affecting just the
neighborhood without a cascading affect which forces
re-clustering network-wide. This results in distance sen-
sitive healing.
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A. Preserving distance sensitivity under failures

In this section, we describe how the two layered solution
that we use for our case study application satisfies forms
of distance sensitivity both in a continuous geometric
model as well as when assumptions of density do not
hold. If the network is sparse in certain regions, or if the
network has large holes, then we describe how the same
services give us the required properties in terms of the
hop distance.

The crucial factor enabling the snapshot algorithm to
retain its properties is the underlying hierarchical clus-
tering. The clustering algorithm still satisfies properties
C1-C5, but due to lack of uniform density, the distances
are now strictly hop distance and not geometric distance.
Under the assumption of density, the hop distances could
be equated to geometric distance, but this is not possible
when there are potentially large holes in the network. In
the presence of irregularities in the network, the clusters
are not of uniform size or shape. However, the maximum
hop distance properties for the clustering are maintained
by the clustering algorithm. Under clustering specifica-
tions C1 - C5, the distributed snapshots service yields
snapshots that retain their distance sensitive properties
(Since network is not regular, the distance sensitivity is
strictly hop distance sensitivity and does not translate to
geometric distance).

Fig. 3. Handling holes in dense networks

Snapshots propagated along a convoluted path are illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The figure shows a level1 cluster with
a clusterheadA that has7 neighboring level1 clusters.
The level1 clusters cover up to a2 hop neighborhood.
The figure also shows a level1 tree rooted atA and
extending up to clustersB andC.

B. Distance sensitive healing

In this section, we highlight the distance sensitive healing
property of our clustering algorithm, where by changes
and failures in any part of the network are kept local to
that area and do not spread through out the network.

We first show how locality of clustering is preserved

Fig. 4. Each pair of brackets constitutes one cluster of unit radius

Fig. 5. Node j forms a new cluster and leads to re-clustering of the entire network.

when nodes get added in the network. The crucial factor
enabling this is the stretch factorz (z > 1) in property
C3 of our clustering algorithm. By this property, when
z = 2 the radius of a level1 cluster is at most2 and is
not limited to a fixed radius of1. Consider a clustering
scheme that constructs clusters with a fixed radius, say
R, solid-disc without any dilation. We show that, for
fixed radius clustering schemes, a re-clustering of the
entire network may be unavoidable. In Fig. 4, consider
the nodej. It cannot be subsumed into its neighboring
clusters asj is not within unit distance of neighboring
clusterheadsL and K. The nodej thus forms a new
cluster with itself as the clusterhead. Since all nodes
within unit radius of a clusterhead should belong to its
cluster,j subsumes neighboring nodesl1 andk1 in its
cluster. This leads to neighboring clusterheadsL andK
relinquishing their clusters and election ofl2 and k2
as the new clusterheads (Fig. 5). The cascading effect
propagates further as the new clusterheadsl2 and k2
subsume their neighboring nodes, leading to re-clustering
of the entire network.

By asserting a stretch factor ofz > 2, the cluster-
ing algorithm achieves locality of clustering and fault-
local self-stabilization. Effects of cluster formation and
faults/changes at any part of the network are contained
within at mostz + 1 unit distance. As an illustration
of local clustering, consider Fig. 6. Whenz > 2, j
is subsumed by one of its neighboring clusters asj
is within two units of the clusterheadL, thus leading
to local clustering. Furthermore, Fig. 7 illustrates how
clusters are constructed locally when all clusters are of
radius 2 and a node j is to be assigned a cluster. In
this case,j elects itself as the clusterhead since it is
not within two units of the clusterheads of its neighbors
l1 and k1. Nodesl1 and k1 then join the cluster ofj

Fig. 6. Node j is subsumed by one of its neighboring clusters.

Fig. 7. j’s neighbors are l1 and k1.
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Fig. 8. j becomes the clusterhead.

because they are not within one unit of their respective
clusterheads but are within one unit ofj. Thus,j forms
a legitimate cluster as in Fig. 8. (Formal proof can be
found in [9], where we it is also shown how arbitrary
state corruptions are handled withinz + 1 distance)

V. RELATED WORK

Graph Laplacian based tracking: There has been a
lot of interest in Graph Laplacian based techniques for
distributed estimation and tracking using sensor networks
[15], [16]. The focus of these papers has been on
designing distributed Kalman filters for estimation in
sensor networks by local exchange of messages. The
building blocks for these Kalman filters are consensus
filters that calculate the average sensor measurement
after every iteration which is then fed into the Kalman
filter [15]. A significant difference in our model for
tracking objects (in the case study application that we
have used) is that we do not seek consensus. In our
model for tracking, pursuer objects use the global state to
make their decision and execute their next step; however
they do not wait for a synchronized, unique global state.
Each pursuer receives a global snapshot of the system in
which the staleness (and error) in the state of each node
is different. Yet we obtain sufficient conditions for the
tracking application to meet its requirements. In [17], we
have characterized the conditions to achieve an optimal
tracking by modeling the application as a differential
game and obtaining Nash equilibrium conditions for
pursuer objects tocatch evaders as far away from an
asset as possible. In the tracking application that we
describe here as a case study application, we have
characterized sufficient conditions for aneventualcatch.

Sensor network based information sharing: Simply
querying for events of interest and sharing information
across the network in WSNs (without a tracking applica-
tion on top) has also received significant attention [18],
[19], [20]. But majority of these solutions do not satisfy
distance sensitivity. In directed diffusion [18], a tree of
paths is created from all objects of interest to the tracker.
All these paths are updated when any of the objects
move. Also, a controller initiated change in assignment
would require changing the paths. These do not result in
distance sensitive costs for the network. Rumor routing
[19] is a probabilistic algorithm to provide query times
proportional to distance; the goal of this work is not to
prove a deterministic upper bound.

Distance sensitive solutions:Distance sensitivity itself
has indeed received significant attention in the literature
in the context of tracking, information brokerage and

routing [8], [6], [21]. However, different aspects of
distance sensitivity such as meeting application require-
ments, efficiency gained by geometric design, robustness
in the presence of failures and decomposability have not
been highlighted before and that is the focus of this
paper.

VI. CONCLUSION

In order to be scalable, wireless sensor networks need
to exploit locality and in this paper, we have considered
one notion of locality - namely distance sensitivity. We
have defined what it means for an algorithm to be
distance sensitive with respect to a given metric. We have
highlighted its different forms such as distance sensitive
latency, error, rate, membership, and even distance sensi-
tive healing. We have described how distance sensitivity
can be reasoned using properties of the spatial structure.

We have presented three aspects of distance sensitive
design of wireless sensor networks: sufficiency, decom-
posability and robustness. In sufficiency, we have pointed
out how distance sensitivity, apart from being a desirable
property from the network point of view, can also be
proved to be sufficient to meet application requirements.
Decomposability emphasizes that the interaction across
multiple layers of network algorithms is such that dis-
tance sensitivity is satisfied on the whole. Robustness
of distance sensitivity implies that distance sensitivity
properties hold despite the presence of both permanent
and transient failures in the network and even those
that violate the density or geometric assumptions of the
network. We have pointed out previous instances where
we have applied distance sensitivity in the design of
large scale systems (in the context of distributed object
tracking) and have used those as examples to explain our
ideas.

In future, we plan to explore the possibility of applying
distance sensitive information in the context of control
applications such as control of distributed parameter
systems and process control systems. While this work
focused on spatial aspects of locality, we also plan
to extend it to consider temporal and spatio-temporal
aspects of locality in wireless sensor networks.
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